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PRODUCT TRAINING COURSE

PREREQUISITES:
None

MODE:
Instructor-led

COURSE LOCATIONS: 
 › Atlanta, GA Learning Center
 ›  Berkshire, UK Learning 

Center
 › On-site at your facility
› Live online

DURATION:
5 days

HOW TO REGISTER:
Contact learning@manh.com

Manhattan Active® Warehouse Management Level 1 combines detailed functional information and practical scenarios that will 
help you address real business challenges with enhanced functionality. Make the most of Manhattan Active WM through this 
interactive experience and elevate your expertise.

Inbound:

 ›  Receiving and Quality—Discover what information you need in 
order to receive inventory into Manhattan Active WM, as well 
as ways to capture and view PO and ASN attribute information. 
See Manhattan’s basic receiving flow and learn when and why 
Perpetual Inventory Transactions (PIX) are generated.

 ›  Quality Control—Experience how quality control can occur 
within Manhattan Active WM, including Condition Codes, Rules, 
Vendor Performance and more.

 ›  System-Directed Putaway—Identify how you can take the 
control of Putaway processing out of the hands of your 
warehouse workers and let Manhattan Active WM determine the 
right location for your inventory based on rules and options by 
area of your warehouse.

 ›  Cycle Counting—Explore how Manhattan uses the Cycle 
Counting feature to ensure that physical, Host/ERP and 
Manhattan Active WM inventory quantities are all in line.

Outbound:

 ›  Order Fulfillment—Review the templates, parameters and rules 
that drive Order Streaming and Waves to fulfill orders.

 ›  Replenishment—Examine ways to complete Replenishment 
through the use of lean time and order streaming/waving.

 ›  Allocation—Learn the options that are available in Manhattan 
Active WM that will guide your Allocation logic.

 ›  Cubing—Understand the way system-directed cartonization is 
used in Manhattan Active WM.

 ›  Picking and Packing—Assess various operational ways 
Manhattan Active WM manages picking and packing and learn 
the picking methods supported.

 ›  oLPN Consolidation—Evaluate how your system can efficiently 
bring together inventory allocated to the same order but located 
in separate parts of the warehouse.
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